Abstract-IBFVS is a classical method for visualizing timedependent surface flow field, but the quality of the final image is inadequate to get a fully understanding for the visualized flow field. In order to improve the quality of the result image of IBFVS, this paper presents an enhanced IBFVS method based on short ELIC filtering and streamline fragments injection. We take IBFVS as the basic mechanism of our method, and use ELIC filtering and streamline injection to process the injected background image to increase the contrast of the result image. Experiment results show that our method generates a better visualization result than IBFVS and other improved methods.
INTRODUCTION
Scientific visualization is very important in scientific research, and flow field visualization plays a central role in scientific visualization which is widely used in aircraft design, climate modeling and so on. We know that the data generated from scientific research are so large to analyze straightly, and some effective method such as visualization could be used to make these analyses quite easy and reveal the most important information. Among those visualization methods, texture-based visualization is a promising method compared with others due to its global representation of the whole dataset.
IBFVS (Image based flow visualization for curved surfaces) is an efficient texture-based visualization method for visualizing time-dependent surface vector field, using which noise texture can flow smoothly along the direction of the vector. Although we can dynamically represent flow field with IBFVS, the final image is not clear enough to reveal the fully information carried by the flow field. To solve this inherent disadvantage, researchers use short LIC filter to increase the spatial coherence of the pixels along streamline, and this makes the lines along the streamline clearer. However, this method will decrease the high frequency of the noise, and consequently make the noise image move unnaturally.
In this paper, we propose an enhanced IBFVS method based on short ELIC filtering and streamline fragment injection, which will obviously increase the spatial coherence along streamline and obtain a clear and smooth animation.
II. RALATED WORK There are many methods to visualize flow field. Direct visualization, such as drawing arrows, is difficult to reveal the continuous flow. Geometric visualization, such as streamline, is integration-based approach which provides more insight, but also cannot show the whole information of flow because of its discreteness. In order to avoid information lost, researchers have spent much effort in developing dense or texture-based visualization methods.
The first attempt of texture-based visualization method is spot noise [1] , introduced by Van Wijk. Cabral and Leedom used Line Integral Convolution (LIC) [2] , one of the most important approaches of texture-based visualization, to visualize 2D steady flow field, and gives a much higher image quality. Several extensions of LIC are then developed by many researchers such as UFLIC [3] , FLIC [4] , EFLIC [13] and so on. And then a method using moving textures was introduced to the visualization community [5] , which can dynamically visualize 2D flow field. Based on this work, 2D Lagrangian-Eulerian Advection (LEA) [6] was developed, which can produces animations with high spatiotemporal correlation at interactive rates. And then ImageBased Flow Visualization (IBFV) [7] was developed by researchers, which achieves a high performance by using standard features of graphics hardware.
2D Texture-based methods can be extended to 3D vector field. 3D IBFV [8] was presented by Telea et al., which produces sparse 3D noise pattern advections, thus addresses the occlusion problem inherent to 3D flow visualization. A method for 3D unsteady vector field visualization using realtime advection and volumetric illumination was developed by Weiskopf et al. [9] [10]. Falk et al. proposed an outputsensitive 3D line integral convolution method to visualize 3D vector field [11] . All these 3D texture-based method utilized feature detectors to reduce uninterested flow regions and highlight important flow areas.
IBFV was extended to visualize curved surface flow, which is known as IBFVS [12] , which produces the texture directly in image space, and uses two-dimensional animated textures to generate surface flow.
III. METHOD
In this section we start with a brief introduction of IBFV for curved surface, and then the new visualization method for curved surface flow is described, followed by a discussion in more detail.
A. IBFV for curved surface
IBFV for curved surface is developed based on IBFV, which projects the curved surface flow to image space and advect the noise image in 2D image space to generate a surface flow animation. The main ideas of IBFV and IBFV for curved surface will be briefly introduced in this section.
Suppose an unsteady 2D vector field v(x;t), a pathline is the path of a particle, flows along the direction of the vector, which is the solution of the differential equation [12] ( ) ( ( ); ) dp t v p t t dt =
Where 2 x R ∈ is the position vector of point x, v(x;t) is the velocity of point x at time t, p(t) is the pathline of a particle.
For a given start point p(0), we can obtain the first order Euler integration.
Where p k+1 is the position of p k after Δt time interval advection.
Consider a field F(x;k) that represents a series of images advected by the flow, G(x,k) is the injection background image, and α is the blending factor of the advected image and the background image. We can give the output image of each frame. 
For curved surface flow, the vector is just projected to image space, and the image is advected and injected in image space. 1 ( ' ; ) (1 ) ( ' ; 1) ( ' ; ) 
This is a simple course of visualizing curved surface flow. First, project the vector flow field to 2D space; second, 2D noise image is advected and rendered; third, fresh noise is injected to the image, avoid the disappearance of the noise; fourth, blend the output image with the shaded image of the curved surface; and finally render the final images to the screen.
B. EIBFV for curved surface
We now consider the improved method, Enhanced IBFV for curved surface. Two key steps are designed to increase the spatial coherence along streakline, ELIC filtering and streamline fragment injection. The main steps of EIBFVS are shown in Fig. 1 , in which step 2, 5, 6 are the key steps of IBFVS, and step 1, 4 are the improving processes.
When the noise image G is initialized, step 1 is executed to get a filtered image G' with low frequency in the same streamline and high frequency among different streamlines, and we will discuss ELIC filtering in next part. In step 2, based on equation (4), the noise image will be blended with the advected texture of the last frame which is stored after noise blending and injected with short streamline fragment. Then the result texture will be stored as F t and blended with shaded image F s based on equation (5), which could reveal the shape of curved surface, and the result of blending will be copied to the screen as the current output of animation. We will inject some streamline fragment to the stored texture F t , which will obviously make the streamline-like streak clearer. Then the texture will be advected based on equation (2 C. Short ELIC filtering ELIC is known as a two-pass LIC and a high pass filtering [13] , shown as follows.
Line Integral Convolution (LIC) can be formulated as follows. The output of LIC is low frequency image, which can make the color of the image more and more uniformly distributed. A Laplacian high-pass filter is applied to increase the contrast between every pixel. Here we use the following operator. 
This operator means the highlight of the central pixel. We use nine times the central pixel color minus its eight neighbor pixels, and the result pixel color is show as the central pixel color.
After the Laplacian high-pass filtering, another LIC should be applied. The pipeline of short ELIC filter is shown as follows. In Fig. 2 , the first pass of LIC will make the color of pixels along the same streamline similar to each other, and then complement high frequency components of the image in order to avoid the increase of the pixels with similar color. The second pass LIC of will lead high quality streamline streaks.
D. Streamline fragment injection
Although short ELIC filter will lead a series of high quality images with clear streamline streaks, the animation produced from these images still flows unnaturally. This is because the high coherence of the streamline streaks between images G' of different phase. In order to solve this problem, some random streamline streaks are injected to texture F t .
Notice that there are many streamline streaks in Ft. We just need to sharpen them and offer them a random color.
The sharpen process is formulated by equation (8), where ( ) i C P is the result pixel color, ran C is a random color, ran N is random initial value.
The above process will give the streamline streaks with similar color a random color, and just like a streamline fragment injection.
E. Implementation
Texture processing is suitable for graphics hardware implementation, so we implemented the whole algorithm in GPU, especially ELIC, texture advection and streamline fragment injection.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we will process several curved flow field with IBFVS, IBFVS with LIC filter and EIBFVS. We start with a flow field of a vector dataset of typhoon, and then the average wind stress is visualized. The visualization results shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate that image generated with IBFVS is not clear enough to get a fully understanding of the flow field. IBFVS with LIC filter will make the pixels have similar color; IBFVS with ELIC filter and streamline fragments injection can produce a better image with high quality. 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a high quality visualization method for 2D unsteady surface flow field based on IBFV, short ELIC filtering and streamline fragment injection. Experiments illustrate that this method leads a better representation of curved surface flow, and the streakline is highlighted by color de fragments.
In future work, a feature-based visualization should be developed in complicated surface flow, and the efficiency of this algorithm can be enhanced when there is no interaction. Finally, we will extend this high quality method to 3D unsteady flow.
